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What could possibly go wrong in paradise? Tired of mortgage payments, thirty-something Andrew and Gwynn sold nearly everything they
owned but their Siamese cat and escaped their humdrum nine-to-five existence for life in paradise—a tiny island in one of the remotest spots
on Earth: the Okavango Delta in Botswana. Woefully inexperienced, they took control of a luxury game lodge that catered to the likes of
French aristocrats, Hollywood directors, Mafia lawyers, and the captain of the England cricket team. Not forgetting the hippos who liked to
crash cocktail hour. Trouble soon followed as the reality of running a hotel on an island accessible only by boat or plane burst upon them.
Andrew and Gwynn learned it's one thing for guests to wake up with gentle giraffes outside their windows, but it's quite another to keep them
safe from poisonous snakes, temperamental elephants, and a hyena with a taste for plastic. All that was child's play compared to figuring out
how to feed their guests when a 'quick run' to the grocery store required a plane, a bush pilot, and moderate risk to life, limb, and property. By
turns funny, touching, and suspenseful, Torn Trousers is a real modern fairytale about getting exactly what you wished for…and then having to
live with it. Scroll up and buy to escape to Africa today!
There's never been anyone quite like John Boyes, the most notorious of East Africa's pioneers. This is his true story, his firsthand accounts of
exploits on the Dark Continent during the days of the most daring adventurers. There are lots of things you can say about John Boyes: he
was a troublemaker. He was an ivory poacher. He was a hunter. He was a soldier. He was a scalawag. He was a king. He was a criminal.
And, above all, he was an adventurer. If there was a fight, John Boyes was there, fists flying. If there was money to be made, legally or
illegally, Boyes was always first in line. If there was a desert to be crossed, a jungle to be tamed, a government to be swindled, a local tribe to
be befriended or exploited, you could count on John Boyes.
Hailed as the adventure-writing successor to Hemingway and Ruark, only Peter Hathaway Capstick “can write action as cleanly and
suspensefully as the best of his predecessors’ (Sports Illustrated). This long-awaited sequel to Death in the Silent Places brings to life four
turn-of-the-century adventurers and the savage frontiers they braved. * Frederick Selous, a British hunter, naturalist, and soldier, rewrote the
history books with his fearless treks deep into Africa. * English game ranger Constantine “Iodine” Ionides saved Tanganyikan villages from
man-eating lions and leopards. He also gained lasting fame for his uncanny ability to capture black mambas, cobras, Gaboon vipers, and
other deadly snakes. * The dashing Brit Johnny Boyes who gained the chieftainship of the Kikuyu tribe with sheer bravado and survived the
ferocious battles and ambushes of intertribal warfare. * And Scottish ex-boxer, Jim Sutherland, one of the best ivory hunters who ever lived.
His tracking skills and stamina afoot became the stuff of African hunting legend. In The African Adventurers: A Return to the Silent Places,
Capstick delivers “the kind of chilling stories that Hemingway only heard second-hand...with a flair and style that Papa himself would admire”
(Guns and Ammo). The author’s pungent wit and his authenticity gained from years in the bush make this quartet of vintage heroics an
unforgettable return to the silent places.
Excerpt from African Adventure Stories Because of its dangerous animals, and in some localities, its dangerous natives, Africa is probably the
most lucrative country from which to gather material for a book of this character. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work.
Forgotten Books uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
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present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition.
We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works.
Book One : The Snowman Of Zanzibar. The azure waters of a serene tropical paradise hide a sinister and murderous criminal undercurrent.
A dark secret exposed leads to appalling bloodshed and chaos. How did it all go so dreadfully wrong? Ex-soldier Jason Green was
depressed and had been drinking far too much. The endless London winter had been bitterly cold. The freelance insurance fraud work was
mundane, but this changes early on a frozen February morning. The wealthy client was desperate. Just how was his high flying young son
making so much money? It sounded like a dream assignment. An escape from the city and a bit of travel. And for a while it was. But on an
idyllic island utopia, someone is watching, and a dangerous criminal cartel operates quietly in the shadows. As Green digs deeper he
uncovers the truth, but a series of unfortunate events occur. Events far beyond his control. Events that result in unspeakable violence and
horror. The cartel must be stopped, but who will be the next to die? The action builds to a frenzy in this gripping 1st in series page turner, and
the profoundly shocking finale will stay in your mind for a long time. A very, very long time... Book Two : The Teeth Of Giants. In the most
savage wilderness on the planet, the Chinese crime cartels ruthlessly slaughtered the Elephants for their Ivory. And nobody dared to cross
them... Could one man help to put an end to this horrific trade? He was an old friend. His death was suspicious. At the least, ex special forces
soldier Jason Green had to return to Africa to pay his respects. He never intended to get caught up in the murky and barbaric world of the
illegal Ivory trade. What secrets had his ex military buddy uncovered that had gotten him killed? Could Green unravel the mystery of his
death? In the blazing heat of The Zambezi Valley, someone is watching. The corrupt and powerful will stop at nothing to protect their
business. The deeper Green digs, the more dangerous it becomes. The risks are very real, the poaching syndicates must be stopped, but
who will be the next to die? The action is brutal and relentless in this gut wrenching international crime epic. Everyone wants justice and
retribution. But sometimes true justice comes at one hell of a price... Get it now.
African Adventure StoriesAfrican AdventureRandom House
Little Thembi is quite the storyteller, and everyone in the village knows about him. Over time, the people around him have learned not to
believe anything that he says. When he finds a baby Hippo in his back yard one night, his mother simply does not believe him and tells him to
go back to sleep. There is nothing to do except guide the poor lost baby hippo home. So begins an adventure filled with caves, fire, searches,
adventure, and hope. Will the baby hippo get home? Children will love to follow the adventures of Thembi as he tries to reunite a baby hippo
with its mother. There are lots of lessons to be learned here. If you constantly tell lies, then is anyone ever going to believe you? Yet, should
we base everything we think about someone on what they have done in the past? With amazing artwork, this simple story is one of hope,
family, and change. Best for kids who: - Are always making up fantastic stories - Have been known to tell lies - Know other children who lie or
tell outlandish tales - Love stories about animals - Want to go on an amazing adventure - Love Africa Gift this book if you are looking for: - A
bedtime story with a moral lesson - A story to encourage children to tell the truth (or limit their made-up stories) - A story of adventure set in a
different place - Characters that children can relate to Children's Book Age 3-7 with beautiful illustrations
Hal and Roger Hunt are both the hunters and the hunted in this spellbinding tale of adventure that leads them on the trail of a man-eating
leopard, and also puts them in the sights of a band of vicious killers known as the Leopard Society.
Guy Saville's The Madagaskar Plan imagines a disturbing alternate history in which Nazi victory in World War II brings their "Final Solution"
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ever closer The year is 1953. There is peace in Europe, but a victorious Germany consolidates power in Africa. The lynchpin to its final
solution is Madagaskar. Hitler has ordered the resettlement of European Jews to the remote island. British forces conspire to incite colonywide revolt, resting their hopes on the expertise of Reuben Salois, an escaped leader of Jewish resistance. Ex-mercenary Burton Cole scours
the island for his wife and child. But as chaos descends and the Nazis brutally suppress the nascent insurrection, Cole must decide whether
he is master of-or at the mercy of-history. The Madagaskar Plan is alternate history of the highest order, a thriller of terrifying scope based on
the Nazis' actual plans prior to the Holocaust.
‘Often, at the hour of day when the savannah grass is streaked with silver, and pale gold rims the silhouettes of the hills, I drive with my dogs
up to the Mukutan, to watch the sun setting behind the lake, and the evening shadows settle over the valleys and plains of the Laikipia
plateau.’ Kuki Gallmann’s haunting memoir of bringing up a family in Kenya in the 1970s first with her husband Paulo, and then alone, is
part elegaic celebration, part tragedy, and part love letter to the magical spirit of Africa.
Mysterious disappearance of a valuable gem forces three English brothers to enlist in the North African Foreign Legion.
Teresa Dunn was born in Kenya but left the country when she was very young. She now returns to help a famous doctor with his work. The
doctor tells Teresa he wants to find a medicine which will stop people getting river blindness, but he behaves strangely and Teresa feels she
cannot trust him. What is really happening?
While attempting to transfer a friend's Land Rover from the Central African republic to Europe, two travel companions experience various
adventures and hijinks in such locales as Lake Chad, Timbuktu, and the Sahara
The story of Don McClure describes five decades of adventurous commitment to serving some of the most primitive people of Sudan and
Ethiopia in the middle years of the 20th century. The lively narrative of life among the Shulla, Nuer, Dinka, Anuak, and Somali reads like a
well-crafted fiction. Adventure in Africa is a winsome and challenging account of a wonderfully human, incredibly brave, relentlessly energetic,
and completely happy man who devoted half a century to East Africa when he was shot to death in 1977.
One of Willard Price's adventure stories featuring Hal and Roger Hunt. The boys have a new quarry - the big-game poachers who threaten to
wipe out a huge African game reserve. They capture a band of poachers red-handed, but the leader, Blackbeard, continues to elude them.
The dwarf saluted and went. "Ah!" he said to himself as he waddled down the hill where he hoped to find game, "ah! you do not fear men
dead or living--overmuch; yet, Otter, it is true that you are better here in the sun, though the sun is hot, than yonder in the cave. Say, Otter,
why does Baas Tom look so awful now that he is dead--he who was so gentle while yet he lived? Cheat did not look awful, only uglier. But
then you killed Cheat, and the Heavens killed Baas Tom and set their own seal upon him. And what will Baas Leonard do now that his brother
is dead and the Basutos have run away?
The Earth is in danger. Something devastating is going to happen. The Earth and the entire humanity will be destroyed! How one Golden Ball
will save the Earth? Join these three friends, Jack, David and Alex in this mission to save the world. Enjoy the wildlife adventure in Africa, a
unique experience which you will cherish for a long time.
This Is A New Release Of The Original 1914 Edition.
Banff Mountain Book Awards WINNER The spellbinding true story of retracing the extraordinary trek of Ewart "the Leopard" Grogan—the
legendary British explorer who, in order to win the woman he loved, attempted to become the first person to cross Africa In 1898 the dashing
British adventurer Ewart Grogan fell head-over-heels in love—but before he could marry, he needed the approval of his beloved's skeptical,
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aristocratic stepfather. Grogan, seeking to prove his worth and earn his love's hand, then set out on an epic quest to become the first man to
cross the entire length of Africa, from Cape Town to Cairo, "a feat hitherto thought by many explorers to be impossible" (New York Times). A
little more than a century later, American journalist Julian Smith also found himself madly in love with his girlfriend of seven years... but he
was terrified by the prospect of marraige. Inspired by Grogan's story, which he discovered by chance, Smith decided to face his fears of
commitment by retracing the explorer's amazing—but now forgotten—4,500-mile journey for love and glory through Africa. Crossing the Heart
of Africa is the unforgettable account of these twin adventures, as Smith beautifully ineterweaves his own contemporary journey with
Grogan's larger-than-life tale of cannibal attacks, charging elephants, deadly jungles, and romantic triumph. SOCIETY OF AMERICAN
TRAVEL WRITERS WESTERN WRITING AWARDS WINNER: GOLD PRIZE (TRAVEL) BANFF MOUNTAIN BOOK COMPETITION
WINNER: SPECIAL JURY MENTION AMERICAN SOCIETY OF JOURNALISTS AND AUTHORS AWARDS BEST-BOOK WINNER:
MEMOIR
Craig got no further, for Tungata's anger turned to red fury. He was shaking with it, it clouded his gaze and knotted the muscles at the points
of his heavy lantern jaw. "Be silent," he hissed. "You meddle in matters that you do not understand, and that do not concern you. Leave this
land before they overwhelm you." His family's past. His country's future. Bestselling author Craig Mellow is tired of fame, and wants only to
return to his family's old home in Zimbabwe. Although it's now derelict, Craig wants to rebuild and turn Rholands into a functioning ranch and
tourist safari, but finds his way unexpectedly blocked by his old friend, now government minister, Tungata Zebiwe. Working with acclaimed
photographer Sally-Anne Jay, Craig is able to uncover Tungata's corruption and continue with his planned restoration. However, there is new
fighting on the horizon that may threaten not only Rholands, but the lives of all who live there. In their desperate attempts to escape, Craig
and Sally-Anne will learn that no one is truly who they say... The fourth book in the epic Ballantyne Series
Barbara Kingsolver's acclaimed international bestseller tells the story of an American missionary family in the Congo during a poignant
chapter in African history. It spins the tale of the fierce evangelical Baptist, Nathan Price, who takes his wife and four daughters on a
missionary journey into the heart of darkness of the Belgian Congo in 1959. They carry with them to Africa all they believe they will need from
home, but soon find that all of it - from garden seeds to the King James Bible - is calamitously transformed on African soil. Told from the
perspective of the five women, this is a compelling exploration of African history, religion, family, and the many paths to redemption. The
Poisonwood Bible was nominated for the Pulitzer Prize in 1999 and was chosen as the best reading group novel ever at the Penguin/Orange
Awards. It continues to be read and adored by millions worldwide.
There are some things which cannot be learned quickly, and time, which is all we have, must be paid heavily for their acquiring. They are the
very simplest things, and because it takes a man's life to know them the little new that each man gets from life is very costly and the only
heritage he has to leave. In the winter of 1933, Ernest Hemingway and his wife Pauline set out on a two-month safari in the big-game country
of East Africa, camping out on the great Serengeti Plain at the foot of magnificent Mount Kilimanjaro. “I had quite a trip,” the author told his
friend Philip Percival, with characteristic understatement. Green Hills of Africa is Hemingway's account of that expedition, of what it taught
him about Africa and himself. Richly evocative of the region's natural beauty, tremendously alive to its character, culture, and customs, and
pregnant with a hard-won wisdom gained from the extraordinary situations it describes, it is widely held to be one of the twentieth century's
classic travelogues.
Disgraced son of a gentleman farmer, Nicholas Pelly is sent to redeem himself in the turbulent South African colonies. Taken under the wing
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of Ragwasi, his African friend and mentor, Pelly crosses the cultural divides of the late 19th Century to take up arms against the enemies of
the Tswana people, marry an African woman and travel through the wars and landscapes of the period in search of redemption. After a
decade of upheaval, service in the British and Tswana armies and attempts to make restitution he returns home to England in the hope of a
prodigal son's welcome.
A young man’s search for adventure, the birth of a new nation, and a war that would change southern Africa forever… The year is 1890, and
the sun never sets on the British Empire. James Carregan is eager to find fortune and excitement, far away from his protective father’s
influence. Setting off for Cape Town, he joins a pioneer column advancing its way into disputed territory in the kingdom of Mashonaland. But
little does he know, what he finds there will change his life evermore… Despite the pioneers’ agreement with the mercurial Matabele King
Lobengula, their journey north is fraught with treachery and danger. Although the king has promised them safe travel, each day brings the
possibility of a brutal attack by the tribal indunas. But when the column finally settles, conflict erupts. A savage war ensues. And as the
corpses of friends and enemies alike litter the ground, James must decide if this new life he has built for himself is worth the price he has
paid… Morgandale is the first book in an epic historical adventure that sweeps readers away on a journey into British colonial Africa.

From Guy Saville, the explosive new thriller of a world that so nearly existed Africa, 1952. More than a decade has
passed since Britain's humiliation at Dunkirk brought an end to the war and the beginning of an uneasy peace with Hitler.
The swastika flies from the Sahara to the Indian Ocean. Britain and a victorious Nazi Germany have divided the
continent. The SS has crushed the native populations and forced them into labor. Gleaming autobahns bisect the jungle,
jet fighters patrol the skies. For almost a decade an uneasy peace has ensued. Now, however, the plans of Walter
Hochburg, messianic racist and architect of Nazi Africa, threaten Britain's ailing colonies. Sent to curb his ambitions is
Burton Cole: a one-time assassin torn between the woman he loves and settling an old score with Hochburg. If he fails
unimaginable horrors will be unleashed on the continent. No one – black or white – will be spared. But when his mission
turns to disaster, Burton must flee for his life. It is a flight that will take him from the unholy ground of Kongo to SS slave
camps to war-torn Angola – and finally a conspiracy that leads to the dark heart of The Afrika Reich itself.
The classic work of political, economic, and historical analysis, powerfully introduced by Angela Davis In his short life, the
Guyanese intellectual Walter Rodney emerged as one of the leading thinkers and activists of the anticolonial revolution,
leading movements in North America, South America, the African continent, and the Caribbean. In each locale, Rodney
found himself a lightning rod for working class Black Power. His deportation catalyzed 20th century Jamaica's most
significant rebellion, the 1968 Rodney riots, and his scholarship trained a generation how to think politics at an
international scale. In 1980, shortly after founding of the Working People's Alliance in Guyana, the 38-year-old Rodney
would be assassinated. In his magnum opus, How Europe Underdeveloped Africa, Rodney incisively argues that
grasping "the great divergence" between the west and the rest can only be explained as the exploitation of the latter by
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the former. This meticulously researched analysis of the abiding repercussions of European colonialism on the continent
of Africa has not only informed decades of scholarship and activism, it remains an indispensable study for grasping
global inequality today.
In 1856, Paul Du Chaillu ventured into the African jungle in search of a mythic beast, the gorilla. After wild encounters
with vicious cannibals, deadly snakes, and tribal kings, Du Chaillu emerged with 20 preserved gorilla skins—two of which
were stuffed and brought on tour—and walked smack dab into the biggest scientific debate of the time: Darwin's theory of
evolution. Quickly, Du Chaillu's trophies went from objects of wonder to key pieces in an all-out intellectual war. With a
wide range of characters, including Abraham Lincoln, Arthur Conan Doyle, P.T Barnum, Thackeray, and of course,
Charles Darwin, this is a one of a kind book about a singular moment in history.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the
United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and
made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.
Will he ever find his love again or will she always just be a memory?
Young children will love lacing up their hiking boots and joining Bird, Mouse, and Rabbit as they take a walk through a
North American evergreen forest to meet some truly amazing animals!
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